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10 years of insights into equity-based compensation
As an essential component of compensation packages for both
employees and managers around the globe, the importance of
equity-based compensation continues to grow.
As the global COVID-19 pandemic and other geopolitical
developments carve new landscapes for the world of work, the
findings of the Global Equity Insights Survey remain as timely
as ever. Yet despite these extraordinary social transformations,
one driving trend has remained consistent over the past ten
years: successful companies tend to apply more equity-based
compensation and to a wider extent. As an effective instrument
for attracting, motivating and retaining the right talent during times
of uncertainty, it also fosters the alignment of stakeholder interests
by enabling both executives and employees to act like owners to
skillfully and intelligently react to new situations.

This unique survey has presented market practice in terms of
long term incentives (LTI) and share purchase plans (SPP) for
ten consecutive years. For the tenth anniversary of the survey,
the core topics are still investigated. But new developments
have been captured as well: It furthermore focuses on new
topics such as Equal Pay, Environmental Social and Governance
(ESG) targets, digitalization and topics relating to company
transformation. In addition, an entire section is dedicated to the
topic of global mobility as a result of the global pandemic.
The study provides insights for companies seeking to capture
the full potential of their global equity programs as well as for
companies considering the introduction of new programs.

Key highlights
Sample & company information:

181 companies

23 countries

10 industries

Long term incentives (LTI)
LTI eligibility still steadily increasing, especially for other key employees.
… and of companies planning changes, more employees will become eligible and receive grants in the future.
More than one third of companies are making adjustments to their LTI plans, most often to the KPIs.
Budgets for LTI plans tend to be higher in North America than in Europe.

Share purchase plans (SPP)
More than half of participating companies are operating an SPP (53%).
The actual participation rate in SPP is approximately 10% lower than the target participation rate.
Share financing different across regions: share buybacks preferred by Europe, whereas capital increases preferred by North America.
The average investment rate and amount per employee is higher in North America compared to Europe.

ESG Topics
Two thirds of companies plan on or already apply ESG targets in their compensation.
While European companies mostly evaluate quantitatively, North American companies use a combination of qualitative and
quantitative evaluation.
Top ESG targets
Environmental: CO2 and carbon

Social: Diversity, Equity and Inclusion

Governance: Reporting standards

Equal Pay
90% of companies either are planning or already conducted an equal pay assessment.
While the characteristic gender was investigated in almost every equal pay assessment, ethnicity was most focused on by North
America, with 80% of companies including this, compared to 20% in Europe.
When making adjustments based on the results of the equal pay analysis, North American companies focus more on salary
adjustments, especially base salary.
One time payments not often applied as a solution.
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Equity and Investor Relations
The majority of companies communicate equity programs, ESG and equal pay topics within their Annual Report.
The importance of ESG topics in investor communications is higher in Europe than North America.
Equal pay assessments are part of investor communications in around two thirds of companies.
If adjustments were made to the equity program in order to better align with investor relations,
these were mainly made to LTI and not SPP.

Transformation and Transition
If companies make changes to their equity programs as a result of a transformation, these are mainly adjustments to LTI and not SPP.
Two thirds of companies rate the importance of equity programs for the retention of key employees as high or very high.
The transition process to new equity programs takes less than a year in more than two thirds of companies.

Digitalization: Admin & Comm
Around 75% of companies use an external provider for administering their equity programs, with even more in North America.
Level of digitalization for plan participants varies by region: North America slightly in front.
Spreadsheets still widely in use by one third of companies for the allocation process.
Payout potential in communications seen as most effective topic, but vesting is considered the most misunderstood topic.

Global Mobility and Equity
Over 75% of companies track their employees’ working locations.
As a result of the pandemic, nearly half of companies allowed a 100% remote working setup – for one third at least part time.
Even for remote setups, the geographical location is often restricted for various reasons.
If employees can work anywhere internationally, tracking is most often conducted to ensure tax compliance.

Why participate?
GEO and the survey sponsors have been trusted by private sector companies and public organizations for their research efforts to
understand compensation practice and trends as well as to get industry and country specific insights in equity-based compensation.
Responses are confidential and will be combined with other responses to be reported as an aggregate group. Privacy and data security
are treated in accordance with with the highest standards reflecting GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation).
Free survey

Danyle Anderson
GEO

Invitation to global webinars

Complete access to detailed report

“GEO’s Global Equity Insights Study, now in its tenth year, delivers a oneof-a-kind look at global share plan trends, including important results on
how the use of equity differs between high performing and low performing
companies. For organizations offering equity as a long-term incentive to
employees around the world, these insights have proven to be invaluable
year after year.”
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Your contact
If you have any questions about the Global Equity Insights Survey
– research methods, questionnaires, deadlines, reports etc. –
please contact:

Andrew Thain
Head of survey, Senior Manager
hkp/// group
+49 176 15 363 357
andrew.thain@hkp.com
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